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We recently demonstrated that position in visual space is repre-
sented by grid cells in the primate entorhinal cortex (EC), suggesting
that visual exploration of complex scenes in primates may employ
signaling mechanisms similar to those used during exploration of
physical space via movement in rodents. Here, we describe a group
of saccade direction (SD) cells that encode eye movement informa-
tion in the monkey EC during free-viewing of complex images.
Significant saccade direction encoding was found in 20% of the cells
recorded in the posterior EC. SD cells were generally broadly tuned
and two largely separate populations of SD cells encoded future
and previous saccade direction. Some properties of these cells
resemble those of head-direction cells in rodent EC, suggesting that
the same neural circuitry may be capable of performing homolo-
gous spatial computations under different exploratory contexts.
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In visual exploration, the direction of saccadic eye movements
carries important information about past and future gaze lo-

cation. This information might be useful for optimal exploration
of visual scenes and for memory processes that use information
about spatial relationships. Encoding through ensembles of grid
cells that represent gaze location (1) and saccade direction (SD)
cells that represent gaze movement could provide the spatial
information necessary to associate visual content with relative
locations in visual space. Grid cells may provide location in-
formation, whereas SD cells may provide information about the
relative ordering in space of viewed parts of the scene.
In rodents, head-direction cells have been defined as cells with an

allocentric heading preference when the animal is within a partic-
ular environment (2). Identified first in the postsubiculum (3) and
then in the thalamus (4, 5) and the entorhinal cortex (EC) (6),
head-direction cells are considered an essential component of the
rodent spatial navigation system. In primates, we are aware of one
report of four head-direction cells identified in the macaque pre-
subiculum (7) and two reports of activity in the human EC related
to the direction of virtual movement (8, 9). Many studies have ex-
amined neuronal responses related to eye movement direction
signals in head-fixed monkeys, most often with saccades to a limited
number of locations (10, 11), and recently in more natural contexts
(12). However, directional encoding has remained largely un-
examined in primate medial temporal lobe structures, and the re-
lationship between neuronal activity and saccade direction in the
EC has not previously been examined in a free-viewing exploratory
context. Because we recently identified spatial signals in the primate
EC during visual exploration (i.e., visual border cells and grid cells),
we reasoned that saccadic eye movement trajectories in primates
might also be represented in the EC.

Results
Neurons were recorded from the posterior EC of two monkeys
that were viewing images presented as part of a test of visual
recognition memory (13, 14). During recordings, monkeys were

allowed to move their eyes freely to explore complex visual im-
ages (Fig. 1A). The image sets had an approximately uniform
distribution of salient content in the radial direction, reducing
potential directional bias from the locations of salient features
(Fig. S1). Previous analyses of these data identified grid cells that
represent visual space in a consistent manner during the explo-
ration of dynamic visual content (1). Here, we have performed
additional analyses to describe changes in neuronal firing rate
related to saccadic eye movements (Fig. 1B). Out of 193 neurons
recorded in the posterior EC, there were 39 neurons (20.2%)
that qualified as selective for saccade direction by passing the
Rayleigh test for nonuniformity (P < 0.05). This represented a
significant population of cells (binomial test, P < 0.001). Sixteen
of these neurons showed directional selectivity in the presaccade
period (future saccade cells), and 14 neurons were selective in
the postsaccade period (previous saccade cells). Nine of the
direction-selective neurons qualified as having a nonuniform
saccade direction response in both pre- and postsaccade time
periods. We will refer to these neurons collectively as SD cells,
cells that demonstrated a significant nonuniform relationship
between firing and the future or previous saccade direction (Fig.
2A). The laminar location of each recorded neuron was identi-
fied through current source density analysis and histology (Ma-
terials and Methods). SD cells were found in all layers of the EC,
and SD cells often conjunctively encoded other types of in-
formation including grid-like spatial representations or repre-
sentations of stimulus novelty (Fig. S2, Table S1, and Materials
and Methods).

Significance

Characterizing the dynamic encoding of body orientation and
eye movements in the brain is central to understanding spatial
representation. Studies in rodents have revealed an allocentric
heading representation system known as the head-direction
network. Visual information is presumed to be critical to ro-
dent head-direction encoding; however, differences in the
primate and rodent visual systems along with differences in
exploratory behaviors across species have made it difficult to
directly extend the findings from rodents to primates. This
study describes a previously unidentified functional cell type in
the primate entorhinal cortex that shows selectivity for the
direction of saccadic eye movements. Future research avenues
critical to increasing our understanding of spatial representa-
tion in the brain are suggested.
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The direction corresponding to the peak firing rate was con-
sidered to be the “preferred direction.” The preferred directions
of SD cells are plotted in Fig. 2B. Overall, the preferred directions
tended to be in the upper hemifield (mean direction of 96°, P <
0.05; Rayleigh test). The origin of this effect is not clear and may
be attributable to sampling clusters of cells with similar preferred
directions. The width of tuning was taken to be the circular var-
iance, a value ranging from 0 for tuning at a single direction to 1
for a uniform circular distribution. Directional tuning was rela-
tively broad, with a median circular variance of 0.81 (Fig. 2C).
Tuning width increased with distance from the rhinal sulcus (ρ =
0.56, P < 0.001, n = 39; Spearman’s rank correlation) but not with
distance from the posterior EC border (ρ = 0.15, P = 0.37, n = 39;
Spearman’s rank correlation) (Fig. 2D and Fig. S3). This tuning
correlation is similar to the anatomical gradient observed in grid
cell spacing (1, 6, 15) and is consistent with the recently described
increase in the tuning width of head-direction cells along the
dorsoventral axis in rodents (16). Thus, colocalized visual grid
cells and SD cells demonstrate similar anatomical gradients with
respect to the scale of the spatial representation.
The time courses of the modulations in firing rates of SD cells

are shown in Fig. 3A. The firing rates for the future saccade group
were significantly higher in the preferred direction compared with
the anti-preferred direction in the presaccade time period for the
shaded time region identified (−66 to 24 ms, P < 0.05; cluster-
based nonparametric permutation test). Similarly, for the pre-
vious saccade group, firing rates were higher after saccades were
initiated in the preferred direction (−19 to 87 ms, P < 0.05).
Considering the average normalized firing rate, the peak firing
rate for the future saccade group occurred at 29 ms before

saccade onset, and the peak firing rate for the previous saccade
group occurred at 14 ms after saccade onset. The distributions of
peak firing-rate latencies in the preferred direction, considering
all cells individually, are shown in Fig. 3B. Although there was
some variability in the timing of the peak rate for individual cells,
the future and previous SD cells tended to demonstrate peak
firing in the period before or after the saccade start, respectively.
We next examined whether saccade direction could be predicted

from the activity of ensembles of simultaneously recorded SD cells.
A circular–linear regression was performed for each group of si-
multaneously recorded SD cells (17). The resulting regression
model (Materials and Methods) was used to predict saccade di-
rection based on SD cell ensemble firing rates. Predicted saccade
direction was positively correlated with actual saccade direction
(Fig. 4). The prediction improved for larger neuronal ensembles
(ρ = 0.80, P < 0.01; Spearman’s rank correlation), which is ex-
pected for groups of simultaneously recorded neurons with firing
that is not highly correlated. The ability to decode a range of di-
rections from firing rate supports the idea that populations of SD
cells in the EC encode eye movement trajectories. Trajectory in-
formation may assist in exploring complex visual scenes and aid
memory formation by permitting the proper grouping of visual
information at discrete locations in the visual field.

Discussion
Here, we have identified neurons in the primate EC that are
preferentially active around the time of eye movements made in
a preferred direction. This response property may be inherited
via projections from structures that encode saccade direction or
have preferred direction axes related to eye movement or eye
position. Candidate structures include the parietal cortex (18)
and thalamic nuclei such as the lateral dorsal nucleus of the
thalamus (LD) (19). LD neurons encode eye position along
preferred direction axes in macaques, with the firing rate tending
to increase before saccades are made into the preferred direction
and then maintaining activity during fixation (19). LD has re-
ciprocal connections with posterior EC (20, 21) and also projects
densely to the presubiculum (22, 23). The inferior parietal lobule
(IPL), which contains cells with saccade-related activity, projects
densely to the presubiculum and lightly to posterior EC (24, 25).
The presubiculum is known to send a massive projection to
posterior EC (24). In view of these anatomical connections and
the functional properties of neurons in LD and the IPL, in-
formation about eye position or saccades along preferred di-
rections could reach posterior EC through direct input from LD
and the IPL and indirectly through input from the presubiculum.
Comparing the firing properties of SD cells to other cells that

encode eye movements may provide some clues to their function.
Cells that encode corollary discharge signals and their target neu-
rons, such as the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus and the
frontal eye fields, tend to have maximal rates near the onset of or
shortly after the eye movement (26). Accordingly, the timing of the
firing-rate modulation in some SD cells is consistent with a cor-
ollary discharge signal. The firing of future saccade SD cells peaked
as early as 68 ms before the saccade movement, indicating that
some SD cells could be involved in the early stages of movement
planning or the directing of attention to stimulus features outside
of the central fixation region. Future studies involving activation
and inactivation of regions that encode eye movements, similar to
experiments performed to identify corollary discharges (27), will
likely be necessary to determine which eye movement signals
identified in the EC represent planning, attention, corollary dis-
charges of movement commands, or eye position.
We note that because the animals were head-fixed and seated in

the same location for each experiment, we are not able to de-
termine whether SD cells encode information in retinocentric,
head-centric, body-centric, or allocentric coordinates. Head-direction
cells in the rodent EC appear to encode allocentric head
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Fig. 1. Overview of saccade direction analysis. (A) For each cell, the firing rate
100 ms before the magnitude of the eye velocity crossed the saccade detection
threshold (25°/s, dashed line) and the firing rate 100 ms after the eye velocity
magnitude went below threshold were compared with the angle of saccades.
This comparison was made using all saccades in each session with at least
100 ms of fixation before and after the saccade. (B) A hypothetical SD cell with
the preferred saccade direction shown in cyan would have increased firing
before the saccades depicted with yellow arrows but not before the saccades
represented by magenta arrows. For direction analyses, saccades were treated
as if they had started at the origin (Right). The white curves plotted on top of
the photographs in A and B represent gaze location.
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direction independent of body location or movement, i.e., the
classic compass-like head-direction signal observed in many
other regions (2, 6, 7, 28). One interpretation of this compass-
like firing is that head-direction cells in the EC represent at-
tention to some visual region along a characteristic preferred
direction, which is compatible with the present results. However,
we do not know whether SD cells would encode allocentric head
orientation in a behavioral situation analogous to the rodent
foraging paradigm because we have not examined the same pri-
mate EC neurons during both locomotion and eye movements.
Likewise, we are not aware of any studies in rodents that have
simultaneously examined EC responses during eye movements
and locomotion.
It is interesting to consider whether the differences between

rodent and primate vision could help to explain the apparent dis-
parity between encoding of head orientation in rodent EC and
encoding of eye movements in primate EC. The primate visual
system is distinctly different from the visual system of common
laboratory rodents, which have a larger field of view, make few
saccades, and lack a specialized retinal region like the primate
fovea (29–32). Consequently, sampling by moving the visual field
via head movements in rodents might be similar to moving the
fovea with the eyes in primates. Furthermore, it is possible that the

neural circuitry involved in representing head direction in rodents
may have evolved to represent saccade direction in primates. In
support of this idea, the lateral dorsal nucleus of the thalamus,
which encodes head direction and is important for place-field rep-
resentation in rodents (33, 34), appears to encode eye position in
macaques, as previously described (19). Similarly, it has recently
been demonstrated that the nucleus prepositus, thought to be an
important part of the rodent head-direction network (2), pre-
dominantly outputs eye movement-related information in primates
(35). The present data, with the identification of SD cells, provide
evidence that this analogous neural circuitry may extend to the
entorhinal cortex. Future studies in both rodent and primate models
will be needed to determine whether the same neural circuits
perform homologous computations or whether independent
circuits are recruited for processing movements of different types.
Considering how SD cells might interact with other neurons,

SD cells and neurons that provide directional signals in the
primate hippocampal formation (7, 8) could form the basis of
more complex spatial representations (1, 36) through local
connections (37). For example, access to fixation location in-
formation in advance of gaze actually reaching the location could
help prepare visual grid cells to fire in alignment with their re-
spective firing fields. In conjunction with neurons that encode

A

B C D

Fig. 2. SD cell firing properties. (A) Angular probability densities representing perisaccade firing rates for six example cells with significantly nonuniform
firing-rate distributions (Rayleigh test, P < 0.05). Plots in the upper row depict cells with significant previous saccade distributions, and plots in the lower row
depict cells with a significant future saccade distribution. The maximum firing rate is listed at the top of each plot. The shaded regions represent the density ± 1
standard deviation. (B) Distribution of preferred directions (cyan: future saccade cells, n = 16; green: previous saccade cells, n = 14; purple: both future and
previous, n = 9). (C) Histogram of the variance of tuning. The median variance was 0.81 across groups (similar to a von Mises distribution with κ = 0.4; Inset). (D)
The width of tuning of individual neurons to a preferred saccade direction increased with distance from the rhinal sulcus (r.s.), as shown in the plot of circular
variance for all SD cells. The black line is the best-fit line.
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information about specific items (38), these neuronal signals may
then be temporally matched to aid in forming associations be-
tween items and the places where the items were encountered.
It is possible that grid cells and SD cells might provide the nec-

essary ingredients to support visual path integration in primates.
However, it is important to note that primates and rodents may
differ in terms of path integration ability as well as which brain
structures are critical for this ability. A recent study demonstrated
that, in humans, damage to medial temporal lobe structures in-
cluding the entorhinal cortex does not impair path integration, un-
like in rats (39). By contrast, those same patients with medial
temporal lobe damage demonstrated significant impairment in the
formation of new memories. These findings suggest that neural
signals in the primate entorhinal cortex, including grid and saccade
direction signals, may not be critical for path integration and may
instead play a role in providing spatial structure for memory for-
mation. This contrasts with the rodent model of spatial represen-
tation in the hippocampal formation that is based on continuous
self-motion information (40). Taken together with the present re-
sults, these data suggest that the EC in different species may be
suited to perform similar computations independent of the sensory
modalities used and independent of the functional significance of
these computations [i.e., path integration vs. spatial structuring (41)].

Materials and Methods
Spikes were recorded from posterior EC neurons of two adult male rhesus
macaques with a laminar electrode array. The monkeys performed the Visual
Preferential Looking Task (VPLT) (1, 14) as their gaze was tracked with an
infrared camera. Saccades were detected during image viewing trials by
thresholding eye movement speed. Relationships between firing rate and

angular saccade direction were then assessed with circular statistics. All ex-
periments were carried out in accordance with protocols approved by the
Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Behavioral Task. The animals performed the VPLT, which was the same as in
our previously published work (1, 14, 42, 43). Briefly, a novel set of 200
complex visual images was chosen for each session, and each image was
viewed twice while eye position was tracked with an infrared camera (ISCAN).
An initial 1-s fixation period preceded each viewing. The images subtended
an 11° × 11° region of a cathode ray tube monitor (120-Hz refresh rate) and
were viewed until the gaze exited the image region or until the viewing time
limit was reached (7 s for animal TT; 5 s for animal MP). One experiment was
performed in animal MP with 33° × 25° images that were viewed for a cu-
mulative 10 s. The animals were head-fixed, and the location of the animal
and the monitor (60 cm) was the same for each session.

Electrophysiology. We recorded spiking activity (250–8,000 Hz) from posterior
EC neurons in two adult male rhesus macaques with the use of a laminar
electrode array mounted on a tungsten microelectrode (12-site, 30-μm di-
ameter, 150-μm spacing; FHC). We recorded 193 single units from the poste-
rior region of the EC (up to interaural +16) of 2 monkeys (MP and TT).
Recordings were performed using hardware and software from Plexon, and
all subsequent analyses were performed using custom software and the
CircStat toolbox (44) in the MATLAB environment (MathWorks). All record-
ings were performed in the left hemisphere. Recording sites were planned
with the aid of a stereotaxic atlas (45) and structural magnetic resonance
images obtained after chamber implantation using both extra- and in-
tracranial fiducial markers. The recording chamber center was located in three
dimensions to within 1 mm using 0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm voxels. The electrode
array was placed in a polyimide-lined stainless steel guide tube and was slowly
lowered through a craniotomy at the beginning of each recording session.
Custom 3D-printed guide tube support structures and the high stiffness of the
array ensured the straight trajectories that were necessary for the long

Fig. 4. SD cells may encode viewing paths. (Left) Taking all recorded ensembles (n = 10), prediction accuracy (the predicted–actual direction circular cor-
relation coefficient) improved as the number of neurons in the ensemble increased. The best-fit line is in black. (Right) Predicted saccade direction is plotted
against actual saccade direction in this histogram for an ensemble of seven neurons (391 saccades). Warmer colors represent a greater number of saccades,
and the white dashed line corresponds to exact prediction. Two cycles are shown for clarity.
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Fig. 3. Time course of saccade direction encoding. (A) The firing rate normalized to the average rate over all saccades is shown for the 16 cells that encoded
only future saccade direction and 14 cells that encoded only previous saccade direction. Rates are shown for all saccades (black), the preferred direction ± 30°
(solid lines), and the anti-preferred direction ± 30° (dashed lines). Curves represent means ± SEM, and the gray shading represents a time region of significant
difference between the preferred and anti-preferred directions (P < 0.05). (B) Histogram of peak firing latencies (10-ms bin width). The median latency was
−27 ms for future saccade cells and +38 ms for previous saccade cells (same groups as in A).
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dorsal–ventral penetrations. The array was advanced out of the guide tube to
the recording site while the monkeys performed unrelated tasks. Recordings
were initiated after stable spiking could be verified (usually about 30 min).
Spikes were sorted offline into distinct clusters using principal component
analysis (Offline Sorter; Plexon). Sorted clusters were classified as single units if
the root-mean-square error of the waveforms from the mean waveform was
below 0.3 after normalizing to the mean waveform of the cluster, which was
empirically found to help restrict waveform groups to signals from single
neurons. In addition, units with fewer than 150 spikes and less than 500 s of
total sampling were excluded from the analyses to reduce sampling error.

Layer Classification. Location within the EC was classified with the aid of
current source density (CSD) profiles obtained from simultaneously recorded
local field potentials (46). CSD curves were aligned to a template CSD profile
obtained from one monkey using electrolesioning followed by histology. A
stereotypical phase reversal in the CSD was seen near layer II when aver-
aging the CSD aligned to saccade onset. This phase reversal was used to
estimate the border between layers II and III. Layer III was then estimated as
occupying the next 5 recording sites, based on the approximate thickness of
layer III. Recordings from sites dorsal to the estimated layer III were then
considered to be in deep layers (layers V/VI).

Saccade Direction Analyses. Saccades were defined through an eyemovement
speed-thresholding procedure. To reduce detection of saccades attributable
to noise in the recorded eye position, thresholding was performed after
filtering the gaze location with a 30th-order low-pass (30-Hz cutoff) linear
phase digital finite impulse-response filter. Saccades were detected by
thresholding the filtered eye movement speed at 25°/s. A saccade was de-
fined by a pair of rising and falling threshold crossings. The corresponding
saccade direction was defined as the angle of displacement from the first to
the last sample of the saccade.

Time periods of 100 ms before and after saccades were used to characterize
neuronal firing related to saccade direction. The final saccades away from the
image were not included in saccade direction analyses because of the re-
quirement of 100 ms of fixation within the image region before and after the
saccade. Any saccades with flanking periods shorter than 100 ms were removed
from the analysis. Next, to reduce bias from any stimulus factors that may not
have been uniformly distributed when sampled by saccadic eye movements, we
pseudorandomly down-sampled the saccade events such that the same saccade
count was present in each quadrant. After this procedure, no session had a
nonuniform saccade direction distribution (Rayleigh test, P > 0.05 for all ses-
sions). Firing-rate distributions were estimated using a kernel density-estimation
procedure (Gaussian kernel, 9° standard deviation). Spike count densities were
normalized by saccade densities, yielding firing rate as a function of saccade
direction (Fig. 2A). The standard deviations of the densities were estimated
using bootstrap resampling (1,000 resamples for each cell). The Rayleigh test
was performed on the firing-rate densities to test for nonuniformity in the firing
rate–saccade direction relationship (47). SD cells were preliminarily identified as
those cells passing the Rayleigh test (P < 0.05) in the 100 ms preceding a saccade
or 100 ms after the end of a saccade when considering the saccades as defined
above. The Rayleigh test assumes that samples are drawn from a unimodal von
Mises distribution. The probability density function of the von Mises distribu-
tion, f, for angle θwith mean and concentration parameters μ and κ is given by

fðθjμ,κÞ= eκ cosðθ−μÞ

2πI0ðκÞ ,

where I0(κ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero.
Kuiper’s test was used to compare the firing-rate distribution to a von Mises
distribution, with mean and concentration parameters estimated from the
observations, for each cell. Kuiper’s test indicated that only one of the cells
identified as an SD cell significantly deviated from a von Mises distribution,
and this cell was removed from further analyses.

The tuning curves often exhibited multiple peaks rather than being smooth
curves with only a single peak. A unimodal von Mises distribution was not
rejected with Kuiper’s test, meaning the deviations from a unimodal von Mises
were not found to be statistically significant. Nevertheless, because it is possible
that a statistical model including additional parameters could provide better
fits to the tuning curves, we sought to identify the best statistical model by
examining the extent to which tuning curves could be described by a weighted
combination of vonMises distributions. For each cell, we estimated parameters
for a single von Mises distribution and for an additive mixture of two or three
von Mises distributions with a finite mixture distribution p given by

pðθÞ=
XN

i=1

wifiðθÞ,

with component von Mises probability density functions fiðθÞ as defined
above and with N equal to the number of mixture components (w1 = 1 when
N = 1). Maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) was used to fit the mean and
concentration parameters for the superposed distributions as well as the
weights, wi, for each distribution i in the mixture (each weight was con-
strained to be between 0 and 1, with all weights summing to 1). The MLE
was performed by numerically maximizing the log-likelihood for each mix-
ture model, resulting in a maximum value L̂. The Bayesian information cri-
terion (BIC) was then computed for each mixture. The BIC is given by

BIC=−2L̂+ k lnn,

where k is the number of free parameters in the mixture model, and n is the
number of saccade events sampled. In MLE, additional parameters can in-
crease the likelihood, but the BIC introduces a penalty for the addition of
parameters such that the model with the lowest BIC can be considered to be
the best or most efficient model in the set of models being compared. Most
SD cells (39 of 42) had the lowest BIC with one von Mises distribution; three
had the lowest BIC with two von Mises distributions. The latter three cells
had bimodal tuning curves and were thus eliminated from further analyses
because we defined SD cells as having unimodal firing-rate distributions.
Depictions of the mixture models are presented in Fig. S4.

To avoid erroneously identifying SD cells because of stimulus or behavioral
biases,we removedcellswith significant border scores or significant linear firing-
rate correlations with saccade amplitude or stimulus properties of salience,
brightness, brightness contrast, color contrast, or color at the pre- or postsaccade
fixation locations when there was a corresponding overall bias in the session for
the given factor (Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient, P < 0.05). In
general, it is possible for firing fields covering some region(s) of visual space to
modulate firing rate. The occurrence of conjunctive SD and grid cells (Fig. S2)
demonstrates that gaze location does modulate firing of some SD cells. View
field(s) potentially confound the analysis of saccade direction if there is not a
uniform distribution of saccades into or out of any such regions. To address this
issue, we computed the spatial information rate (48) on firing-rate maps for
each cell after taking the selection of saccade occurrences within ±30° of the
preferred direction and compared this to a permutation distribution of 100
shuffled rate maps (rate map values were pseudorandomly assigned to new
locations for each shuffling). Only 1 of 39 cells was found to have a significant
spatial information rate (P < 0.05), which does not deviate from the number
expected by chance with α = 0.05. Thus, we did not detect a statistically sig-
nificant bias from gaze location in the population of SD cells.

Firing-rate time courses were computed with a sliding 25-ms Gaussian
window (12.5-ms standard deviation), and the peak latency was defined by
the time of the maximum value in the average rate curves. The temporal
regions of significant differences between preferred and anti-preferred di-
rections in Fig. 3 were computed using a cluster-based nonparametric per-
mutation test (Ptwo-sided < 0.05; 15,000 randomizations; P < 0.1 cluster
threshold using a dependent-samples t test for each randomization) (49).

A circular–linear regression model was used to predict saccade direction
based on firing rate (17). The predicted saccade angle, θ, is related to the
ensemble vector of firing rate, x, via estimated parameters μ and β:

θ= μ+2 tan−1ðβxÞ.

Saccade occurrences with correspondingly low firing rates were excluded: to
be included in the model-fitting procedure, only occurrences in which the
firing rate of at least one unit in the ensemble exceeded 0.4–2 times its mean
rate (this threshold value was automatically optimized for each ensemble).
To avoid overfitting, only ensembles with at least 100 saccade occurrences
passing the rate threshold were used. The resulting samples had 278 ± 135
(mean ± standard deviation; n = 10 ensembles) saccade occurrences per
ensemble. Both pre- and postsaccade firing rates were included in the model
for units belonging to both future and previous saccade SD cell groups.

Additional Firing-Rate Analyses. Data from the image-presentation periods
were concatenated across trials. Spikes and eye position sampled at 1 kHz
were binned into square bins over the viewing region. Rate maps were then
computed by applying a Gaussian-smoothing procedure to these histograms
(50). Spatial autocorrelations were computed to calculate the gridness score.
The spike train was shifted in 100 linearly spaced increments from 20 s into
the session to the end of the session minus 20 s, and the resulting rate maps,
spatial autocorrelations, and gridness scores were calculated. Units with a
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gridness score above the 95th percentile of the surrogate data for each unit
were considered grid cells. See ref. 1 for additional details.

Cells with a border score above the 95th percentile for 100 time-shifted
permutations (the same permutations used for gridness scores) were classified
as significantly preferring to fire along borders. Any SD cells with a significant
border score were removed from analyses because of the potential saccade
direction bias at image borders (i.e., SD cells could appear to be border cells
and vice versa). The border score was the same as that used by Solstad et al.
(51); however, where Solstad et al. used a rate map threshold of 30% of the
maximum rate and a border score cutoff of 0.5, we used a rate map threshold
equal to the mean firing rate over all bins and a permutation distribution to
define significant border scores. Significant border scores ranged from
0.53 to 0.69. The border score, b, was calculated by comparing the
maximum coverage of a given stimulus edge by a single firing field, cM,
to the firing rate-weighted average distance to the nearest edge, dm:

b=
cM −dm

cM +dm
.

On average, the EC units exhibited a match suppression effect as reported

previously (38). As a population, the EC units exhibited a decreased firing
rate for the repeated stimulus from about 250 to 500 ms after stimulus onset.
To analyze the firing rates for individual units, spike counts from 250 to 500 ms
after stimulus onset were compared with a Student’s t test to spike counts
500 to 250 ms before stimulus onset. Variable trial lengths were allowed, and
only trials that lasted at least 310 ms were included in the analysis. Units were
classified as visually responsive if either the encoding (novel stimulus pre-
sentation) or recognition (repeated stimulus presentation) trials had a sig-
nificant difference in firing rate during viewing compared to the prestimulus
time period. Of the visually responsive units, units with memory responses
were identified using a Student’s t test to compare the same time windows
after stimulus onset with paired novel and repeat trials.
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